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This illustrated story starts at the point of a child's birth during the freedom struggle in India. The
book, a true story, describes a woman's extraordinary life to the point of Independence of her
country.Anu was born during the British raj, when the struggle for Indian Independence was well
under way. As an Indian Christian, her upbringing was influenced by both British and Indian
values. By the time she joined the prestigious Allahabad University most students were caught
up in the freedom movement, led by the city’s famous Nehru family. After graduation she was
involved in Mahatma Gandhi’s Basic Education programme, designed to bring literacy to the
masses.This, the first part of Anu’s story, covers her single years, dominated by national events,
World War II and the horrors of Partition. Anu’s marriage, after Independence, took her as far
away from her roots as she could go.But that’s another story…

Book DescriptionJunto a estos simpáticos y coloridos dinosaurios, los más pequeños
conocerán los números del 1 al 10. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of
this title.About the AuthorNacida en Malpica de Tajo. Licenciada en Derecho, pero pronto vio
cómo su camino se torcía hacia el mundo de las historias. Ahora las narra a viva voz y sobre
papel. Ha ganado premios literarios de gran prestigio con algunas de sus obras, como el Premio
Lazarillo de Álbum Ilustrado y el Premio Álbum Ilustrado del Gremio de Libreros de
Madrid.Madrid, 1980. Ilustradora y diseñadora gráfica. Ha ilustrado libros de texto y álbumes
infantiles publicados en editoriales de varios países. Le gusta la sencillez y los colores que
transmiten alegría y serenidad como las tierras, pasteles, grises y el blanco. Casi nunca usa el
negro y casi siempre dibuja por ordenador. Ha participado en exposiciones individuales y
colectivas y publicado en multitud de editoriales infantiles. --This text refers to an out of print or
unavailable edition of this title.
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author.www.emp3books.com iiTo my grandparents, Purna and Kanchan, for giving me my
mother.iiiPREFACEI started to write this book with the intention of recording my mother’s
interesting and inspiring life for family only. When her friends expressed an interest in reading it, I
decided to approach it from a different angle. I have written it as a narrative, taking care to
explain Indian words, places and customs for the benefit of a wider readership. The inclusion of
names simply serves as a reminder to family members and need not distract the ordinary
reader.During the course of writing I noticed my mother’s life was divided into four distinct
sections. Packing them all into one book would have been too rambling and bulky. Producing a
book to cover each section seemed to be the sensible thing to do. In this, the first part, I cover
her life under the British raj. She married shortly after Independence, so I took advantage of the
natural break to end this section of her memoir. The dramatic change in her life after that is a
book in itself and will comprise the second part of her story.I have relied largely on my mother’s
notes and memories for material. At 89 years it is hard to accurately recall one’s youth, so I
apologise for any discrepancies in dates or events. The photographs are not necessarily in
chronological order. I dipped into my limited supply to find photos that best illustrate their
chapters.I am proud my mother lived a life that was interesting to record – I hope it will be equally
interesting to read.vCONTENTSChapter 1Chapter 2Chapter 3Chapter 4Chapter 5Chapter
6Chapter 7Chapter 8Chapter 9Chapter 10 Chapter 11 Chapter 12 Chapter 13 Chapter 14
Chapter 15 Chapter 16 Chapter 17 Chapter 18 Chapter 19 Chapter 20 Chapter 21 Chapter 22
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147 Romance and Independence 155 A Very Civil Marriage 161viiviiiChapter 1PURNA AND
KANCHANThe Kanchan Lata is a delicate white flower on a sinuous vine. Purna loved his
Kanchan. She was pure and beautiful as the flower she was named after. He knew she was for
him the first time he saw her.Originally from Calcutta, Purna, an old boy of Scottish Kirk School,
worked in Saharnpur. Now he was home to seek a wife. Dispensing with the traditional route of
finding a bride, Purna confided in his vicar that he was looking for one and wanted to choose her
himself.‘Come to morning service in Christ Church,’ said the priest, ‘there is a girl next in line for



marriage in the Pandey family.’Standing a discreet distance from the west door of the Calcutta
church, he watched as a Bengali family swept in, the women with their heads covered in gauzy
saris, the men in starched white dhotis and kurtas. They had to be the Pandeys, he was told they
always sat in the second pew. He immediately recognised Kanchan, from the rector’s
description. After the service, he couldn’t wait to whisper to the priest that he wished to
approach the Pandey family with a proposal.A ‘viewing’ was arranged with the oldest Pandey
son, Dhirin, who had taken over as head of the family of twelve on the death of their father.
Kanchan and her sisters boarded in the Diocesan Girls School, after which Kanchan went on to
train as a teacher. Now, big brother presented himself at the Training College and explained the
urgency of his visit. The Principal summoned Kanchan to her office, ordered her to put on her
best silk sari, wear jasmine flowers in her braided hair and go home for the day with her brother.
Having guessed the purpose of the mission and in no mood to be viewed by a prospective
husband, Kanchan rebelled in the only way she knew. To her brother’s horror, she presented
herself in her plainest cotton sari with her long, black hair dripping wet. Nevertheless, he hurried
home with her, ranting all the way, to meet the waiting Purna. Imagining her to be shy and docile
from his only glimpse of her, Purna was delighted to see the girl had spirit. There and then he
asked her brother for her hand and Dhirin was happy to tick another sister off his list.Purna
sought permission to correspond with Kanchan. Her brother agreed. As a concession to modern
times, he even allowed her fiancé to send her the occasional gift, so long as it was nothing more
personal than a book. But occasionally, when flicking through the pages of an innocent book,
Kanchan would come upon a pair of fine silk stockings, a lace handkerchief or the odd penned
note. Her high moral standards prevented her from replying. This was very gratifying to her future
husband.And so Kanchan Lata Pandey and Purna Chandra Sarkar were married in Christ
Church, Calcutta. The bride wore a cream silk sari embellished with gold. Her silk blouse, unlike
the traditional choli, was in the Victorian style – fitted and long-sleeved with pin-tucks, lace trim
and tiny mother of pearl buttons down the front. The year was 1917 – the Bolsheviks were
seizing power in Russia and in India, a baby girl called Indira Nehru was born.After the church
ceremony, the two families and their friends repaired to the Pandey’s house for the marriage
feast. There were the bride’s six sisters, the older ones all bearing the middle name Lata after
flowering creepers. This tradition stopped after Kanchan, when a relative remarked that latas
were ‘creeping all over the family’. With three girls already married, there remained two more in
line after Kanchan. Of their five brothers, the youngest had died at just three weeks old when
accidentally dropped from his brother Dhirin’s arms. Only one brother still remained single.On
Purna’s side, two of his three sisters were married while the third returned to her Hindu roots and
lived a meditative life in an ashram in Cawnpore. When Purna’s mother died, his father went to
live with the oldest of his three sons, Subodh, who was Chief Superintendent in the Secretariat
in Calcutta. He was married, with three daughters.The Pandey’s large villa on Allenby Road had
extensive gardens and fruit trees. It was acquired by their late father when he was Audit Officer
in the Secretariat. Later, much of the grounds were compulsorily purchased to allow for



Calcutta’s tram network.For the wedding feast the newlyweds and their guests sat crosslegged
on rush floor-mats and ate off clean banana leaves. First they had a little white fudge, in the
shape of a conch shell – to ‘sweeten the tongue’. When guests had eaten the ‘sondesh’, the next
course of ‘luchi’ (puffy fried bread) and fresh vegetable dishes were placed on the leaves. After
this, came rice (typically soggy in the Bengali style) with fish curry and accompanying
condiments, followed by sweetened yoghurt. For dessert they had ‘russogola’ – that Bengali
favourite of little white dumplings in sugary syrup. No meal could conclude without ‘paan’ –
pungent betel leaf, containing lime and catechu paste, spices, chopped betel nuts, tobacco and
folded into a tricone. An aid to digestion, it also served as the post-meal cigarette.

‘Come to morning service in Christ Church,’ said the priest, ‘there is a girl next in line for
marriage in the Pandey family.’Standing a discreet distance from the west door of the Calcutta
church, he watched as a Bengali family swept in, the women with their heads covered in gauzy
saris, the men in starched white dhotis and kurtas. They had to be the Pandeys, he was told they
always sat in the second pew. He immediately recognised Kanchan, from the rector’s
description. After the service, he couldn’t wait to whisper to the priest that he wished to
approach the Pandey family with a proposal.A ‘viewing’ was arranged with the oldest Pandey
son, Dhirin, who had taken over as head of the family of twelve on the death of their father.
Kanchan and her sisters boarded in the Diocesan Girls School, after which Kanchan went on to
train as a teacher. Now, big brother presented himself at the Training College and explained the
urgency of his visit. The Principal summoned Kanchan to her office, ordered her to put on her
best silk sari, wear jasmine flowers in her braided hair and go home for the day with her brother.
Having guessed the purpose of the mission and in no mood to be viewed by a prospective
husband, Kanchan rebelled in the only way she knew. To her brother’s horror, she presented
herself in her plainest cotton sari with her long, black hair dripping wet. Nevertheless, he hurried
home with her, ranting all the way, to meet the waiting Purna. Imagining her to be shy and docile
from his only glimpse of her, Purna was delighted to see the girl had spirit. There and then he
asked her brother for her hand and Dhirin was happy to tick another sister off his list.Purna
sought permission to correspond with Kanchan. Her brother agreed. As a concession to modern
times, he even allowed her fiancé to send her the occasional gift, so long as it was nothing more
personal than a book. But occasionally, when flicking through the pages of an innocent book,
Kanchan would come upon a pair of fine silk stockings, a lace handkerchief or the odd penned
note. Her high moral standards prevented her from replying. This was very gratifying to her future
husband.And so Kanchan Lata Pandey and Purna Chandra Sarkar were married in Christ
Church, Calcutta. The bride wore a cream silk sari embellished with gold. Her silk blouse, unlike
the traditional choli, was in the Victorian style – fitted and long-sleeved with pin-tucks, lace trim
and tiny mother of pearl buttons down the front. The year was 1917 – the Bolsheviks were
seizing power in Russia and in India, a baby girl called Indira Nehru was born.After the church
ceremony, the two families and their friends repaired to the Pandey’s house for the marriage



feast. There were the bride’s six sisters, the older ones all bearing the middle name Lata after
flowering creepers. This tradition stopped after Kanchan, when a relative remarked that latas
were ‘creeping all over the family’. With three girls already married, there remained two more in
line after Kanchan. Of their five brothers, the youngest had died at just three weeks old when
accidentally dropped from his brother Dhirin’s arms. Only one brother still remained single.On
Purna’s side, two of his three sisters were married while the third returned to her Hindu roots and
lived a meditative life in an ashram in Cawnpore. When Purna’s mother died, his father went to
live with the oldest of his three sons, Subodh, who was Chief Superintendent in the Secretariat
in Calcutta. He was married, with three daughters.The Pandey’s large villa on Allenby Road had
extensive gardens and fruit trees. It was acquired by their late father when he was Audit Officer
in the Secretariat. Later, much of the grounds were compulsorily purchased to allow for
Calcutta’s tram network.For the wedding feast the newlyweds and their guests sat crosslegged
on rush floor-mats and ate off clean banana leaves. First they had a little white fudge, in the
shape of a conch shell – to ‘sweeten the tongue’. When guests had eaten the ‘sondesh’, the next
course of ‘luchi’ (puffy fried bread) and fresh vegetable dishes were placed on the leaves. After
this, came rice (typically soggy in the Bengali style) with fish curry and accompanying
condiments, followed by sweetened yoghurt. For dessert they had ‘russogola’ – that Bengali
favourite of little white dumplings in sugary syrup. No meal could conclude without ‘paan’ –
pungent betel leaf, containing lime and catechu paste, spices, chopped betel nuts, tobacco and
folded into a tricone. An aid to digestion, it also served as the post-meal cigarette.The next day
the couple set off for the town of Sharanpur, in the United Provinces, where Purna was Personal
Assistant to a judge at the District Court. Having lived in Calcutta all her life, Kanchan was used
to the hustle and bustle of a large city that had been the capital of India until 1912. Now, she was
expected to adapt, not just to a new role in life but also to a completely alien part of the country.
She had to learn to speak Hindi instead of her native Bengali. For the rest of her life she spoke
Hindi with a strong Bengali accent.Purna rose early to go to the market, returning with meat, fish
and vegetables as well as north Indian snacks and sweets for his young bride to try. Used to mild
winters in Calcutta, Kanchan found her new home in north India much colder, especially at night.
But ever sensitive to his wife’s needs, Purna had English-style flannel night gowns tailored for
her. She had never worn such garments before. She was soon to learn that life was going to
prove full of interesting and exciting new experiences with her husband. His modern ideas would
prove invaluable through a future of huge political change in India.In August 1918, Kanchan
gave birth to their first child, a boy christened Shubimol Chandra. It was mandatory for Indian
Christians to have an English name to differentiate them from Hindus and Muslims, so they
added Cecil to his name. To his father he was always Sunny while his mother called him Gullu
after the midwife, on delivering the baby, exclaimed, ‘Hai, Gulbadan!’(O, silky body). The new
mother valued the advice of her neighbour, Mrs Pratt, whose husband worked in the courts with
Purna. An old, live-in maid helped Kanchan with the baby.Two years later, Kanchan became
pregnant again. Struck down with typhoid she became gravely ill, drifting in and out of



consciousness. Both attempts by the doctor to terminate the pregnancy failed. Purna intervened
before the third attempt and the doctor agreed to let nature take its course. Not long after, on
April 6, a baby girl was born. When Purna entered the bedroom to see the newborn, he found
Sunny snuggled up beside the heavily sedated Kanchan but no sign of the baby. The nursemaid
had placed her string cot beside Kanchan’s bed, ever ready to attend to her memsahib’s needs.
Here Purna found his new baby daughter, so tiny he could hold her in the palm of his hand. The
fight this little scrap had put up to survive in the womb filled her father with awe. She was a tiny
atom (Anu) and his little Princess, nay Queen. And so he called her Anurani – Little Queen.When
Kanchan was strong enough, the family travelled to Calcutta where their daughter was
christened in Christ Church. Her English name was Lylie and her parents always marvelled they
never encountered another girl with the same name. It eventually evolved into a more familiar
‘Lally’ for her mother but her father always called her ‘Pully’ because he said she had pulled
through despite the doctor’s attempts to prevent her birth.Chapter 2 ALLAHABADLylie Anurani
was just six weeks old when the family moved to Allahabad. It pleased the Sarkars to find the
Pratts were moving to Allahabad too, leading to a lifelong friendship.Kanchan was excited to be
moving to the capital of United Provinces – a very historic city. Named Prayag in the early Hindu
Scriptures, the Moghul Emperor Akbar renamed it in 1583. He called it ‘Allah-a-bad’ or Abode of
Allah. In 1801 the city was acquired by the East India Company from the Nawab of Avadh and,
after the first struggle for independence in 1857, transferred to the British Crown.The city was
most famous for being the confluence point of India’s two holiest rivers, the Ganges and the
Jamuna. A third underground river, Saraswati, joined them at this point, her blue ribbon dividing
the muddy brown and sludgy green of the two mightier rivers. According to Hindu mythology, this
site was chosen by Lord Brahma, the Creator, to become the king of all pilgrimage centres – the
Tirth Raj. Apart from hosting massive holy fairs, Sangam was a favourite picnic spot for city
folk.Allahabad’s most prominent family, the Nehrus, lived in two grand mansions, Anand Bhavan
and Swaraj Bhavan. The Nehru name was well-known in India’s struggle for freedom. While
aware of Allahabad’s prominence in present-day history, the couple did not realize the important
role the city would play in the future of their own family. They teetered on the brink of a simmering
movement that would eventually bubble to the surface and no one would escape the boiling
froth.The Sarkars’ new home, in West Khusru Bagh, consisted of rooms around a large
courtyard, where the family slept on hot summer nights. The only Indians on the street, they were
surrounded by British and AngloIndian families.Close by, a magnificent Victorian building
housed the railway station. Travellers emerging from the building were engulfed by a rush of
drivers clamouring for business.Cycle-rickshaws, with brightly painted, concertinaed canopies,
rang their tinkling bells. The horse-drawn ‘tonga’ rocked back and forth on two wheels as it
hurtled through the crowded streets – its pair of long seats positioned back-to-back. A couple of
passengers sat beside the tongawallah, with an unfortunate view of the horse’s behind while
others faced the oncoming traffic. And then there was the ‘ekka’ – another horse-drawn vehicle,
peculiar to Allahabad and northern Muslim towns. Balanced high above the ekka’s two large



wheels, passengers huddled precariously on a little platform and held on to the bars of its
canopy for dear life. Both horse-drawn vehicles afforded great fun as they ‘rocked and rolled’
along bumpy roads. Experienced ekka travellers even became blasé enough to let go of the
bars.A gregarious man, Purna stopped to talk to vehicle-drivers and coolies when he passed the
railway station on his way to work. He became well-known in the area, acknowledging greetings
of ‘Salaam Sahib’ as he walked to the High Court, a short distance away. He was especially
impressed by a polite and genial tonga-wallah moustachioed man soon became the family’s
called Jagarnath. The regular tonga-wallah,transporting them around Allahabad for years to
come.Jagarnath, Purna and Holly before a trip in the tonga.Even more frantic activity greeted the
traveller inside the station. On long platforms, stalls served tea, ready-mixed with milk and sugar,
in earthen ‘kulhars’, to be smashed after use. Jostling for position with the tea, food stalls sold
hot samosas and pakoras in disposable bowls, made from leaves pinned together with twigs.
Broken earthenware cups and leafbowls littered the tracks. Like all self-respecting stations,
Allahabad boasted the famous mobile newsagent and bookstore, Wheelers. But the most
important vendors were the ‘Paan Bidi wallahs’ who dispensed their wares from trays
suspended from their necks. The popular ‘paan’ was hastily prepared with preferred fillings and
wrapped in one of the thirtyfive different varieties of betel leaf. ‘Bidis’ (tobacco rolled in dry
leaves) and cigarettes, generally Gold Flake and Capstan, completed the seller’s stock. The cry
of ‘P-a-a-n! Bidi! Ci-ga-rrr-ate!’ was synonymous with railway stations.Often passengers set up
camp along the platform walls, having arrived on foot or by bullock carts from neighbouring
villages to board a train from the city. Sitting and sleeping on floor mats, surrounded by tin trunks
and ‘bed-rolls’, they cooked simple food on little kerosene stoves while patiently awaiting their
trains.And of course, no railway station was complete without the coolies in their distinctive red
dhotis and shirts with little brass licence plates tied to their upper arms. Their large turbans
helped them balance heavy luggage on their heads. They usually loitered in groups, smoking
bidis or chewing paan, until a train came into view.The sight of the great, black, smoke-belching
dragon snaking its way into the station churned up a frenzy of activity. Vendors ran alongside the
slowing train, pushing their wares through windows, off-loading as much as possible before the
train moved off again. Wheelers book-trolleys were jostled by ‘paan bidi’ vendors, while beggars
materialised from nowhere to add to the mayhem. Summoned by travellers, railway sweepers
suddenly appeared, in navy uniforms, to quickly brush the floors of carriages and clean toilets.
Men and women, bearing earthen pots of water on their heads, rushed by the windows pouring
water into tumblers held out by thirsty passengers. For those who had the time and need to
stretch their legs, several taps on the platform provided water for drinking and washing.Weaving
their way through all this, with tin trunks on their heads and bed rolls and bags hanging from
each arm, were the coolies. Despite their heavy burden they ran up and down the flyovers to the
appointed platform, their passengers scurrying behind them. They forced their way into
carriages, shoving luggage under berths and into any available space. There then followed the
inevitable haggling over price before the coolies took their money and dashed out again for that



much-needed ‘bidi’. Until the next train steamed in…The station building housed the railway
offices and waiting-rooms for the three classes of travel, with varying degrees of comfort. A large
refreshment room provided sit-down meals for travellers. Allahabad being a meal station, the
kitchen also supplied several hundred trays of food to trains, the order having been telegraphed
from a few stations down the line. The North Indian Railway (NIR) breakfast menu consisted of
toast and omelette or boiled egg with tea. Lunch or dinner menus were limited to three choices –
Vegetarian, non-vegetarian and English. The first two, served on stainless steel platters and
bowls, consisted of rice, daal, chapatti and raita –the only difference being the non-veg had a
chicken or mutton curry while the other had a vegetable dish. And, of course, both meals were
accompanied by the obligatory poppadums and pickles. The English meal – meat or fish cutlets
and freshly fried potato chips – arrived on a china plate. And, of course, it was accompanied by
the obligatory tomato ketchup. The first two menus reflected regional changes depending on the
route of the train. The English menu, however, remained unchanged throughout the country.

The next day the couple set off for the town of Sharanpur, in the United Provinces, where Purna
was Personal Assistant to a judge at the District Court. Having lived in Calcutta all her life,
Kanchan was used to the hustle and bustle of a large city that had been the capital of India until
1912. Now, she was expected to adapt, not just to a new role in life but also to a completely alien
part of the country. She had to learn to speak Hindi instead of her native Bengali. For the rest of
her life she spoke Hindi with a strong Bengali accent.Purna rose early to go to the market,
returning with meat, fish and vegetables as well as north Indian snacks and sweets for his young
bride to try. Used to mild winters in Calcutta, Kanchan found her new home in north India much
colder, especially at night. But ever sensitive to his wife’s needs, Purna had English-style flannel
night gowns tailored for her. She had never worn such garments before. She was soon to learn
that life was going to prove full of interesting and exciting new experiences with her husband. His
modern ideas would prove invaluable through a future of huge political change in India.In August
1918, Kanchan gave birth to their first child, a boy christened Shubimol Chandra. It was
mandatory for Indian Christians to have an English name to differentiate them from Hindus and
Muslims, so they added Cecil to his name. To his father he was always Sunny while his mother
called him Gullu after the midwife, on delivering the baby, exclaimed, ‘Hai, Gulbadan!’(O, silky
body). The new mother valued the advice of her neighbour, Mrs Pratt, whose husband worked in
the courts with Purna. An old, live-in maid helped Kanchan with the baby.Two years later,
Kanchan became pregnant again. Struck down with typhoid she became gravely ill, drifting in
and out of consciousness. Both attempts by the doctor to terminate the pregnancy failed. Purna
intervened before the third attempt and the doctor agreed to let nature take its course. Not long
after, on April 6, a baby girl was born. When Purna entered the bedroom to see the newborn, he
found Sunny snuggled up beside the heavily sedated Kanchan but no sign of the baby. The
nursemaid had placed her string cot beside Kanchan’s bed, ever ready to attend to her
memsahib’s needs. Here Purna found his new baby daughter, so tiny he could hold her in the



palm of his hand. The fight this little scrap had put up to survive in the womb filled her father with
awe. She was a tiny atom (Anu) and his little Princess, nay Queen. And so he called her Anurani
– Little Queen.When Kanchan was strong enough, the family travelled to Calcutta where their
daughter was christened in Christ Church. Her English name was Lylie and her parents always
marvelled they never encountered another girl with the same name. It eventually evolved into a
more familiar ‘Lally’ for her mother but her father always called her ‘Pully’ because he said she
had pulled through despite the doctor’s attempts to prevent her birth.Chapter 2
ALLAHABADLylie Anurani was just six weeks old when the family moved to Allahabad. It
pleased the Sarkars to find the Pratts were moving to Allahabad too, leading to a lifelong
friendship.Kanchan was excited to be moving to the capital of United Provinces – a very historic
city. Named Prayag in the early Hindu Scriptures, the Moghul Emperor Akbar renamed it in 1583.
He called it ‘Allah-a-bad’ or Abode of Allah. In 1801 the city was acquired by the East India
Company from the Nawab of Avadh and, after the first struggle for independence in 1857,
transferred to the British Crown.The city was most famous for being the confluence point of
India’s two holiest rivers, the Ganges and the Jamuna. A third underground river, Saraswati,
joined them at this point, her blue ribbon dividing the muddy brown and sludgy green of the two
mightier rivers. According to Hindu mythology, this site was chosen by Lord Brahma, the Creator,
to become the king of all pilgrimage centres – the Tirth Raj. Apart from hosting massive holy
fairs, Sangam was a favourite picnic spot for city folk.Allahabad’s most prominent family, the
Nehrus, lived in two grand mansions, Anand Bhavan and Swaraj Bhavan. The Nehru name was
well-known in India’s struggle for freedom. While aware of Allahabad’s prominence in present-
day history, the couple did not realize the important role the city would play in the future of their
own family. They teetered on the brink of a simmering movement that would eventually bubble to
the surface and no one would escape the boiling froth.The Sarkars’ new home, in West Khusru
Bagh, consisted of rooms around a large courtyard, where the family slept on hot summer
nights. The only Indians on the street, they were surrounded by British and AngloIndian
families.Close by, a magnificent Victorian building housed the railway station. Travellers
emerging from the building were engulfed by a rush of drivers clamouring for business.Cycle-
rickshaws, with brightly painted, concertinaed canopies, rang their tinkling bells. The horse-
drawn ‘tonga’ rocked back and forth on two wheels as it hurtled through the crowded streets – its
pair of long seats positioned back-to-back. A couple of passengers sat beside the tongawallah,
with an unfortunate view of the horse’s behind while others faced the oncoming traffic. And then
there was the ‘ekka’ – another horse-drawn vehicle, peculiar to Allahabad and northern Muslim
towns. Balanced high above the ekka’s two large wheels, passengers huddled precariously on a
little platform and held on to the bars of its canopy for dear life. Both horse-drawn vehicles
afforded great fun as they ‘rocked and rolled’ along bumpy roads. Experienced ekka travellers
even became blasé enough to let go of the bars.A gregarious man, Purna stopped to talk to
vehicle-drivers and coolies when he passed the railway station on his way to work. He became
well-known in the area, acknowledging greetings of ‘Salaam Sahib’ as he walked to the High



Court, a short distance away. He was especially impressed by a polite and genial tonga-wallah
moustachioed man soon became the family’s called Jagarnath. The regular tonga-
wallah,transporting them around Allahabad for years to come.Jagarnath, Purna and Holly before
a trip in the tonga.Even more frantic activity greeted the traveller inside the station. On long
platforms, stalls served tea, ready-mixed with milk and sugar, in earthen ‘kulhars’, to be
smashed after use. Jostling for position with the tea, food stalls sold hot samosas and pakoras in
disposable bowls, made from leaves pinned together with twigs. Broken earthenware cups and
leafbowls littered the tracks. Like all self-respecting stations, Allahabad boasted the famous
mobile newsagent and bookstore, Wheelers. But the most important vendors were the ‘Paan
Bidi wallahs’ who dispensed their wares from trays suspended from their necks. The popular
‘paan’ was hastily prepared with preferred fillings and wrapped in one of the thirtyfive different
varieties of betel leaf. ‘Bidis’ (tobacco rolled in dry leaves) and cigarettes, generally Gold Flake
and Capstan, completed the seller’s stock. The cry of ‘P-a-a-n! Bidi! Ci-ga-rrr-ate!’ was
synonymous with railway stations.Often passengers set up camp along the platform walls,
having arrived on foot or by bullock carts from neighbouring villages to board a train from the city.
Sitting and sleeping on floor mats, surrounded by tin trunks and ‘bed-rolls’, they cooked simple
food on little kerosene stoves while patiently awaiting their trains.And of course, no railway
station was complete without the coolies in their distinctive red dhotis and shirts with little brass
licence plates tied to their upper arms. Their large turbans helped them balance heavy luggage
on their heads. They usually loitered in groups, smoking bidis or chewing paan, until a train
came into view.The sight of the great, black, smoke-belching dragon snaking its way into the
station churned up a frenzy of activity. Vendors ran alongside the slowing train, pushing their
wares through windows, off-loading as much as possible before the train moved off again.
Wheelers book-trolleys were jostled by ‘paan bidi’ vendors, while beggars materialised from
nowhere to add to the mayhem. Summoned by travellers, railway sweepers suddenly appeared,
in navy uniforms, to quickly brush the floors of carriages and clean toilets. Men and women,
bearing earthen pots of water on their heads, rushed by the windows pouring water into tumblers
held out by thirsty passengers. For those who had the time and need to stretch their legs,
several taps on the platform provided water for drinking and washing.Weaving their way through
all this, with tin trunks on their heads and bed rolls and bags hanging from each arm, were the
coolies. Despite their heavy burden they ran up and down the flyovers to the appointed platform,
their passengers scurrying behind them. They forced their way into carriages, shoving luggage
under berths and into any available space. There then followed the inevitable haggling over price
before the coolies took their money and dashed out again for that much-needed ‘bidi’. Until the
next train steamed in…The station building housed the railway offices and waiting-rooms for the
three classes of travel, with varying degrees of comfort. A large refreshment room provided sit-
down meals for travellers. Allahabad being a meal station, the kitchen also supplied several
hundred trays of food to trains, the order having been telegraphed from a few stations down the
line. The North Indian Railway (NIR) breakfast menu consisted of toast and omelette or boiled



egg with tea. Lunch or dinner menus were limited to three choices – Vegetarian, non-vegetarian
and English. The first two, served on stainless steel platters and bowls, consisted of rice, daal,
chapatti and raita –the only difference being the non-veg had a chicken or mutton curry while the
other had a vegetable dish. And, of course, both meals were accompanied by the obligatory
poppadums and pickles. The English meal – meat or fish cutlets and freshly fried potato chips –
arrived on a china plate. And, of course, it was accompanied by the obligatory tomato ketchup.
The first two menus reflected regional changes depending on the route of the train. The English
menu, however, remained unchanged throughout the country.Upon the arrival of the train,
railway bearers emerged from the kitchens in white hand-woven shirts and trousers. Their white
turbans bore striped bands in the colours of the railway, with the letters NIR or other, depending
on the Railway Division. Bearers ran along the platform, deftly balancing stacks of trays to be
delivered to assigned carriages in the hour that the train halted at the meal station. For trains that
boasted dining cars there was no such panic. Travellers could dine at leisure while taking a
break from their own carriage between stations.The ‘Dead Letter Office’ was a notice-board,
entitled ‘DLO’, situated outside the Station Master’s office. Allahabad’s undeliverable letters
were pinned to the board and secured behind a chicken-wire door. The idea was that local folk
could search the board for mail with their names and request the Station Master for their
letter.While these scenes were typical of all railway stations, Allahabad, being a junction, had
twice the excitement.Chapter 3COURT CIRCULARSPurna was proud to be working in the
famous Allahabad High Court. Originally located in Agra, the court moved to its present location
in 1869 as ‘The High Court of Judicature at Allahabad’. Designed by Frank Lishman in a blend of
eastern and western styles, its domed centre was flanked by long arcades with engrailed arches.
One of the first High Courts in India, declared open by Viceroy Lord Chelmsford in 1916, it
boasted the largest Chief Justice’s courtroom of all High Courts in India.Its unusual double-roof,
topped by Allahabad tiles, was designed to combat the summer heat. When Sunny was seven
and Anu five, Purna decided they were old enough to appreciate the unique ‘air-conditioning’ of
the court room. He seated them in the public gallery and asked them to be quiet until he was
finished. Unfortunately, Sunny discovered a paper pin and, bored by legal arguments, fell prey to
a brotherly temptation. He pricked Anu’s arm with the pin. The flurry and squeals from the public
gallery did not escape the judge. He ordered the immediate removal of the offenders and the
two children were unceremoniously hustled out by the peon. They sat on a bench outside in the
scorching heat, till Purna was ready to take them home - so much so for an afternoon in their
father’s ‘air-conditioned office’.As Personal Assistant to various judges, Purna often travelled
with the court to cases in towns with no High Court. In the warmer months the courts, along with
the Government, moved to the cool hill station of Simla, the ‘summer capital’ of India. At nearly
7,000 feet high, the town clung to the slopes of the Himalayan foothills, overlooking a
spectacular valley. The main street, The Mall, ran along a ridge and was the fashionable centre
of town from which all vehicles were banned and, until WW1, all ‘natives’, except rickshaw-
pullers and Indian royalty. The Mall was lined by English-style buildings, the most famous being



the Gaiety Theatre. Summer balls, picnics and bridge-parties were legendary. For those British
women whose husbands could not escape the plains, Simla offered many opportunities for
secret dalliances. ‘Scandal Corner’, named by Kipling, survives to this day.Purna saved his
generous daily allowance to buy a trunkful of colourful saris and woollen shawls for his beloved
wife. She complained that he brought back very little for the children. So off he would go to the
local market to buy them toys. For Purna, his wife always came first. The couple was invited to a
garden party when Purna was Personal Assistant to Chief Justice, Sir John Thom. On their
return, Kanchan could not stop raving about Lady Thom’s champagne-coloured court shoes.
The next day Purna took her to the best shoe-maker in town, a Chinaman called Fookson. Yes,
Mr Fookson had indeed hand-made Lady Thom’s shoes. Purna ordered an exact copy for
Kanchan, and from then on Fookson supplied the family’s shoes for the next three generations.
Decades later, when her grandchildren admired a large portrait of Kanchan over the fireplace,
their attention was always drawn to her champagne ‘Lady Thom’ shoes.On his return from trips,
Purna regaled Kanchan with tales of his experiences. Like the time in Agra when he was put up
in the home of an Italian barrister, Mr Regalini. That night in bed, Purna felt a cold
touch.Kanchan in her ‘Lady Thom Shoes’
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D. F. McCarthy, “An Indian lady. Through the eyes of a young woman raised in the time of British
rule in India, this charming book transports you to the high days of Empire in that vast sub-
continent. Anu was born into a privileged Indian family at the beginning of the 1920's and her life-
story introduces us to the culture, the customs, the beliefs, and the colours of pre-war India. This
is the first part of the biography of a remarkable woman, written by her daughter, Shabnam
Vasisht. It is clearly the result of many hours of trawling through diaries and recordings of her
mother's memories, but also extensive research into the social, political and cultural milieu of the
period. A fascinating glimpse into life in Nehru's home town in northern India as tensions arose
between Muslims and Hindus which eventually led to the creation of Pakistan, the dominance of
British colonial rule began to crack under increasing calls for Indian independence, and World
War II engulfed the globe. Against that backdrop are the highs and lows of domestic life, with fun,
romance, courtship, tragedy, and incidentally an insight into the amazing diversity of Indian
cuisine! A very engrossing story and an enjoyable read!Dermod McCarthy, Dublin”

J. L. Paul Black, “Golden Years. This is a superb book. It is a fascinating account of Indian life
and of Anu's story. Anu, The Raj Years is compelling and beautifully written. The down side is
that we have to wait for the publication of the next instalment of the saga. Thoroughly
recommended.”

Clare O'Beara, “Anu: the Raj years. A beautifully evocative tale of a girl growing up in India.A
busy, bustling life is revealed as Anu and her family have passing tradesmen for every possible
occupation including the man who varnishes the gate and the man who rents the mango tree in
order to sell its crop. The heat compels the family to sleep outdoors during summer while the
monsoon season provides rain enough to knock a girl off her bicycle. As the eldest daughter Anu
broke the traditional mould by asking to stay on in school rather than marry early, despite a
potential husband already having been suggested. Her civil servant father fortunately approved
of education and allowed his daughter to finish school and to take the unheard of step of
attending university. Anu in her graduation robes forms the subject of the cover photo. Later she
met and married an Army officer even though they were from two different religious
backgrounds.Life in Indian society was changing around the cast of characters but so much of
the tale is determined by the climate and geography that it is easy to understand that much of life
in India will always remain the same.The second colourful instalment is called Anu: the Nomad
Years. This follows the family around India and Nepal as the army transfers officers, and shows
the contrast between Christian and Hindu lifestyles. A third is on the way.”

Fergal Duignan, “Anu the Raj years, review. 'When the cortege passed the gates, Anu was
amazed to see Ramesh on the gun carriage, beside the urn. As liaison officer between the
military and civil authorities he was entrusted with overseeing the immersion of the ashes. The



choir began to sing Gandhi's favourite christian hymn, Lead Kindly Light.'I enjoyed this book.
Follow a family as they navigate through empire to the birth of two nations. It is a compass for
both the student of history and the parents of family as they travel through life with its ups and
downs.Is there a second book?  How does the story end (or continue!)”

joan, “Five Stars. A fascinating insight into this period of history, can't wait to move on to the next
book”

Marie Stamp, “Engaging, exotic and nostalgic. Shabnam writes beautifully about her Indian
family history. The detailed descriptions of people and places are interesting and informative,
and help to explain how people lived and the choices they made.”

The book by Shabnam Vasisht has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 6 people have provided feedback.
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